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. I. Introduction

Durinfthe 1971 fiscal year, instruction leading tothe
k

I . "
r--.P acquisition or improvement of occupational' skills will be

delivered tosome 600,000 residents of New York State by over

20,000 teachers through almost 3,000'programs at a cost

approaching $300 million. By 1975, vocational education

enrollment and costs are expected to increase'by 40%'from 1971

levels, and approximately 5,100 additional teachers will be

required. The of the resources allocated to occupa-

tional education.ih Newzork State, and the broad scope of the

effort, testify to the value which oU't E:Ociety places on such

training.

In the last analysis, the success of occupational P(ilrA-

tkon must be measured by the ability of its graduates to secure

and hold jobs in the occupational areas for which they were

trained. To achieve success in these terms, the State Education

Department must have the capability:

to characterize the present job market both regionally

and state-wide, andto forecast changes in job market

conditions;

to design occupational education programs keyed to the

present and future requirements of industry, and to

identify the regions of the State in which these pro

grams should be offered; and

F/142-5-00 - 1 -



00.
toimeasure the effyctiveness of occupational programs,

from the employment experiences of occupational educa-

tion graduates, and to modify the objectives and siting

of these programs to enhance their effectiVeness.

These capabilities--a body of infc.rmation'from which

job market conditions and the effectiveness of occupational ---

education can be determined, together with the processe

this information to make decisions--,
.

mequired to utilize

constitute the elements of a targeting system for occupational

education.

A tatgetin-9,system is one of an hierarchy of systems
.(;'\

required,to support the effective delivery, of superior occ

tional education. to the esidents of New York State. The

background and particular skills required to pursue differoent

occupations successfully must be correctly identified and

incorporated into the objectives of educational programs. The

educational programs themselves must be effective in enabling

students to acquire the background and skills needed for their

chosen occupation. In addition, the program elements and

instructional formats and methodologiesused in occupational

education courses must be selected to optimize student perform-

ance while keeping costs within budgeted limits. At all

echelons, performance data must be generated to enable manage-

ment to determine whether or not objectives are being met and

to facilitate appropriate corrective action if necessary.

F/142-5-00 - 2



Thus, a monitoring system is required to manage program

delivery and to insure that program content is consistent with

program objectives. A reporting and evaluation system is

needed to verify-that program objectives are being met and that

the best choice of alternative programs incorporating the same

objectives has been made. Finally, a ta.rgeting system is

required to establish that program objectives are well matched

to the occupations or occupational clusters for which students

are being trained, that the best choice of occupations in

which to train students has been made, and that the.number and

variety of programs offered in different regions of the State

are appropriate to those regions' needs.

Riverside Research Institute has investigated various

aspects of all three of these interrelated systems for the

New York State Education Department under contract number

C-50484. This volume of the final report deals with the

Targeting System, and presents a design proposal for a new

regional targeting system for occupational education in New

York State. Reports of Riverside's work on a reporting and

evaluation system and on a monitoring system for occupational

education can be found elsewhere.*

* The Coordination of Program Planning and Evaluation Systems
for Occupational Education. Volume I: A Reporting and
Evaluation System for Occupational Education. Volume III:
A Monitoring System for Occupational Education.

F/142-5- - 3
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In developing the Targeting System design discussed in

the remainder of this report, e..,.phasis has been placed on

targeting offerings in occupational education to present and

projected job market condi ns rather than on targeting these

offerings to vario s groups within the population (e.g., the

disadvantaged, the unem yed,Jairf.E*194.g.apped, or students

at various educational levels). These two aspects of targeting

can be viewed as seqUential: success in bringing sustained
k

employment to groups su as the disadvantaged or the unem-

ployed through occupation education is contingent upon thq4.:,

demonstrated effectiveness of occupational education in pro-

viding training which is matched to job market conditions and
"IP

which enables its graduates to secure and hold good jobs. Once

developed, however, the Targeting System proposed here could

be extended (additional information elements would be required)

to enhance"the impact'of occupational education on particular

-
population iion groups in need of its services.

A variety of problems have arisen in connecti,on with ,the

targeting of offerings in occupational education. In Section

II of this report, these problems are examined and design

considerations for aregional targeting system are discuss1:07

In Section III, the new regional Targeting System is proposed.

The design is not fully executed, but the information sources

and outputs of the system are described in detail, and examp1es

are given showing how the information outputs might be used in

F/142-5-00
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4

making targeting decisions.' An-important element of this

targeting system'is a new data base, to be maintained,by the

New York State Department of Taxation and Finance. This data'-

base promises to yield accurate and trustwbrthy assessments

of Current job market opportunities, to- facilitate more

accurate projections of future:- manpower requirements, ancYtd

allow meaningful Measures Of system effectiveness and mpb4ity

to be made.

Section IV briefly discusses other applications of the

Targeting System. An apoendix to the report contains a sum-

mary of the results of an extensive review of existing methods

of estimating current and future regional-manpower requirements.

4
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Ft. Design Considerations for a

N\ Regional Targeting Sy'stem

A. Preface. Infdrmation Elements and Design Concepts

An impressiVe amount of information about the character-

istics of the population and the economy in different regions

of the State must be assembled if regional offerings in

occupational eduCation are to be targeted effectively. The

members of the work force must log:: identified, located within

different regions of the State, and their occupations deter-

mined. The distribution of occupations and.the'utilization

of"thqse occupations by employers 'within each region must be

established. The e4loyment history of graduates of occupa-

tional programs--where they go/ and what kind of jobs they

get - -must be compiled. The effects of impending changes in

regional economic conditions must be assessed. All, of this

information must be as accurate as possible and accessible at

reasonable cost. Finally, appropriate.echniques must be

identified or created so that present and future regional-

manpower requirements, system effectiVeness measures, mobility

f

indices, and, other important quanti,ties Which affect targeting

decisions can be calculated from this body of information.

The nature of'the targeting decisions which have to be

made should determine thenu r of, and the specificationso

the quantities which must be calculated from the data

-' base. The number, and variety of decisions is staggering.

F/14275-00 - 6



However, as the discussion in Section III E will show, even

the simplest decisions cannot be made on the basis of manpower
1

estimates or effectiveness measures,or mobility indices alone.

ApprOpriate quantities must be combined systematically in oyer.

.to reduce Uncertainty about the consequences of targeting

dediskons.

In order to guide the identification ar

information outputs which occupational educatioh targeting

decisions require, three ir.'`errelated levels in the targeting

decision structure have been identified.

First level of the decis4r1n structure. This level

encompasses decisions related to specific occupational programs

offered in a partibular region, ant; includes consideration of

the effects which programs offered in one region may have on

the manpower situation in contiguous regiong. Examples of

decisions on this-level are decisions to expand or discontinue

specifi5,,p.rograms within a region, in the light of regional

manpower needs, decisions to upgrade programs which have not

been completely effective in providing the occup,,:donal.skills

for which a regional need exists, and decisions to introduce

new programs into the region.

The effects of regional programs on the manpower situation

in contiguous regions,m'ay be important if program graduates

from one region axe finding training-related employment in

contiguous regions.* Decisions to discontinue such programs,.

F/142-5-00 - 7
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even if the region in which the programs are offered has small

need of the graduates, may be inappr,opriate because of the

education-induced mobility of the programs' graduates.

Second level of the decision structure. Decisions in-

volving the mix, or number and variety of programs offered

within a particular region are characteristic of this level.

Again, the effects of programs on the manpower situation in

contiguous regions are considered. Decisions at this level

involve regional budgetary constraints which may limit the

number of programs which can be offered, considerations of the

relative importance of different occupations to the regional

economy, and trade-offs among programs providing training

primarily for different occupational clusters.

An example of a second level decision is whether or not

to introduce a new program in, say, animal care if graduates

of other programs, not designed to provide training in animal

husbandry, are being employed to fill job openings for aninal

care specialists. Note that second-level decisions may act

to modify first-level decisions. In the above example,

budgetary restrictions may preclude the introduction of a

new animal care program even though a first-level decision to

install such a program has been made based on regional man-

power needs, and even though the programs currently providing

. graduates to work as animal care specialists ar#vot providing

all the entry-level skills required for the animal care fi'1.

F/142-5-00
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Third level of the decision structure. Decisions at this

level'involve State-wide manpower needs, State growth objectives

and State budgetary constraints. Decisiong at this level may

act to modify both first- and second-level decisions.

Careful consideration of the nature of the first- and

second-level decisions which must be made to target occupa-

'\stional education programs has led to the view that sound

regional manpower assessment requires regional information

(rather than regionalized federal and state data),' and has

produced new conceptions of effectiveness and mobility which

are consistent with the requirements imposed by targeting

decisions. These design considerations are discussed in the

remainder of this Sectiopgcther with a review and evalua-

tinn of existing techniques and sources of data for assessing

regional manpower requirements, for measuring the effectiveness

of'occupational education and for determining population

mobility patterns.

F/142-5-00
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B. Identifying Occupational Education Service Regions.

Prior to developing a system to target offerings in

occupational education, a rational basis for identifying

geographic regiu",i,for planning pur\oses must be established.

Clearly, neither the statistical, economic, educational,

planning, nor political regions established by various agen-

cies necessarily correspond to the best choice of regions for

occupational educational planning purposes.

Since occupational educational prog'rams will be offered

at educational centers'such as Boards of Cooperative Educa

tional Services (BOCES) facilities and community colleges, it

seems appropriate to discuss planning regions in terms of.the
I

boundaries of the "regions of influence which these educational

centers serve.

For students at the elementary and secondary level,, the

boundaries of BOCES service regions are fixed by law to be the

boundaries of the local school districts comprising each BOCES

region. For students receivi,ng:Continuing and adult education,

however, the boundaries of regions served by BOCES and community

college facilities could be established in terms of pertinent

characteristics of the persons actually using the centers.

For adult students, the best approach would be to define the

service'regions for different centers in terms of the educa-

tional needs of those who will have to travel to the centers

to receive instruction.

F/142-5-00 - 10 -
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Some segments of the population are more transportation-

'. deprived than others (or have mhat a social psychologist has

termed a mc,e restricted "life space"). Therefore, it would,

be desirable to identify several different service areas for

each center according to the type of occupational education,

sought by the different segments of the population using the

center. Thus, a particular educational center could have,

simultaneously, several geographic regions of influence with

different boundaries. These boundaries will depend on the

average distances that different segments of the population

will travel to obtain instruction of interest to them at the

center.

Regardless of.whether service regions are defined by law

or travel patternS, it is preferable to associate manpower

and other, information with these centers rather than to fit

the centers into various statistical, political or econoffi'd

regions defined by various agencies for a variety of purposes

which did not include the targeting of occupational programs.

Furthermore, it should be possible to make manpower assess-

ments, forecasts, mobility calculations and effectiveness

determinations independently of how service regions are

defined, and with equal ease and precision for any and all

definitions of service regions.

F/142-5-00
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C. g Present47and Future Regional Manpower Requirements

A targeting system should permit accurate estimates of

presPnt and future manpower requirements to he made for occu-

pational education service regions. Such estimates are

essential if occupational education offerings are to be

tailored to a changing job market.

1. Review .and evaluation of existing data bases and

techniques

I )
Riverside has reviewed and evaluated s ven existing

methods for determining present and future regi al manpower

(
requirements. These seven methods were evaluated according

to the following qualitative criteria:

Adequacy of the data source.

Particular attention was devoted to identifying

errors in, and limitations of the data source

which might result in inaccurate manpower

assessments or preclude obtaining manpower

estimates for a broad range of occupations.

Adequacy of sample data'a9d'statistical, methods used.

Most existing methods for determining manpower

reqZtVgments employ some form of sample data

for job market evaluation. The sample data

used should yield verifiably accurate results

when appropriate statistical methods are applied.

In addition, it must be possible to estimate the

F/142-5-00 - 12 -
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size of the sample error so that the stability

of manpower estimates based upon the sample

data can be determined.

Suitability of the method for producing accurate

-regional estimates.

Occupational education is typically delivered

at a subcounty level. Assessments of current

labor market conditions and projections of

labor market trends are commonly made for the

nation as a whole, oz fOr states. Varibus

techniques a then u sed to make regional

adjustments. The technique used - -and the

data--should produce estimates which are

reasonably trustworthy at the subcounty level.

However, national and State labor market trend

must also be considered since occupational

education graduates are not necessarily being

prepared to work exclusively within the service

-region where they receive their education.

The cost for gathering the,required data and main-

taining the'data base should not be excessive.

The establishment and management of a data

base from which regional manpower needs can be

estimated is an important element of the

Targeting System, but such a data base should

F/142-5-00 - 13 -
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permit accurate estimates' to be made for the

smallest possible amount of money.

All of the methods reviewed were judged to be of very

limited use for targeting-occupational education' program

offerings. A brief summary of each method and'Iliverside's

evaluation of it is given below. Additional details are

givenin the appendix to this report.

1

F/142-5-00 - 14 -



a. The method of re ionalizin nationwide man ower re uire-
ments.

Outnut:

Data Source:

Description:

Cost:

0

Evaluation:

F/142-5-00

Current manpower assessments and forecasts.

Principally U.S. Census. Also other reports
and surveys.

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics produces
National Manpower projection,s; assuming
steady rates of economic and population
growth, employment and technological ad-
vancement. Other organizations (e.g.,
N.Y.S. Dept. of Labor) regionalize these
projections, assuming that state and local
rates of economic and population growth,
employment, etc., are much the same as
national rates.

Low, since national-projections and re-
gionalized data are provided currently
by state and federal agencies.

Low suitability for regional targeting.
Census data inaccurate, reporting cycle
too long (10 years), precision of report-

. ing occupations poor.
Assumption of steady national growth rates
is poor. (actual conditions differ).
Local patterns and growth rates vary, and
do not reflect national trends accurately.
Discrepancies cannot be determined with-
out expensive local surveys.

- 15 -



b. The method of the employ r survey.

Output: Current manpower assessments and forecasts.

Data Source: Employer 3 rveys of current openings and
future requirements.

. Description: Results of surveys are tabulated by
'41k, occupation.

Cost: Very high to accurate data for a
large number of occupations.

Evaluation: Low suitability for regional targeting.
Method is potentially capable of,yield-
ing accurate results for current assess-
ments in regions of various sizes, but
periodic survey and data analysis costs
would be high in order to realize
potential.
Employers have not been able to predict
future needs accurately, so forecasts
can be expected to be inaccurate.



c. The method of persistent openings.

Output: Current manpower assessments and forecasts.

Data Source: Quarterly reports from employment services
on unfilled job openings, plus U.S. Dept.
Of Labor national trend data.

Description: ,Job openings which remain unfilled for 30
days are used to estimate manpower shortages
if openings in particu'ar occupations per-
sist for se'eral quarters. Forecasts are
made by combining information on persistent
opening with national trend information.

Cost: Relatively low.

Evaluation: Low suitability for regional targeting.
Data source does not give information on
all occupations.
Data from employment services varies by
area, industry and occupation.
Openings at employment agencies may,per-
sist even when there are no real man-
power shortages.
Method only pf'g'dicts rapid occupational
expansion. It is insensitive to contrac-
tions in manpower requirements, and
probably insensitive to slow job market
expansion.

F/142 -5 -00 17 -
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d. Computer simulation of an input-output model of a local
economy. d

Output: Manpower forecasts.

Data Source: Various data on the structure and function-
ing of the economy.

Description: Input-output model of the economy is simu-
lated on a digital computer. .Employment
levels are assumed to be directly related
to industrial output, and the known occu-
pational composition of industries is used
to forecast employment levels within par-
ticular industries. Regional forecasts are
obtained from regional models, or by region-
alizing national forLEa ts.

Cost:

Evaluation:

F/142-5-00

High.

Low suitability for regional targeting.
Regionalizing national forecasts is
inaccurate (see method a).
Developing regional models yielding
sufficiently detailed results to be ,5

useful for targeting is very difficult
and too expensive.

or., 4-,t
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e. The method of regression or indicators.

Output:

Data Source:

Description:

Cost:

Evaluation:

F/142-5-00..

Current manpower assessments and forecasts.

Economic indicatorStand historical data
giving manpower equirements for different
industries.

Statistical correlations between economic
indiCators or combinations of--indicators
and historical manpower requirements are
used to assess current and future manpower
requirements from current values of the
indicators.

Variable. Difficult to estimate.

Low suitability for regional targeting.
Current manpower 'assessments'and fore-
casts have low credibility.
Selection of appropriate indicators is
problematical.
Regional regressi6n equations cannot be
developed at this time because regional
economic indicators are unavailable, and
state and local indicators cannot be
applied sensibly on the regional level.

- 19 -



f. The-method of planned industrial construction.

Output:

Data Source:

Description:

M power forecasts.

Plans for induirial construction, plus the
occupational composition of industries.

Increased manpower needs are forecast from
the announced purposes to which new indus-
trial facilities are to ne put,, and the
known occupational composition of the pro-
spective occupants of these new facilities.

Cost: Low.

Evaluation:, Low suitability for regional targeting.
Method is highly inaccurate when used
'independently.
New buildings are often nctused as
intended.
Occupancy level in new buildings is
variable.
Method is insensitive to contractions
in manpower requirements.

F/l42-5-00 - 20 -



g. The method of more advanced economies.

Output:

Data Source:

Description:

Cost:

.

Evaluation:

F/142-5-00

Manpower forecasts.

Historical records of manpower requirements
for different industriel in various stages
of growth.

Manpower forecasts fora particular indus-
try within a region are obtained by using
historical data from other regions in
which that indus -try issift a more advanced.
stage of development.

Low.

Low suitability for regional targeting if
used alone, but possibly useful if employed
in conjunction with other information.
Economic conditions in a region for which
manpower forecasts are being sought may
differ significantly from the previous
economic conditions in the'l'adftnced"
region.

- 21 -



2. Informational requirements

Certain informational requirements of the Targeting

System can be inferred from the preceding review and evalua-

tion:'

F/1.W5-00

sources of information giving the occupational

composition of industries and the occupational

composition of the work force should be regional.

These sources should be directly accessible by

the Targeting System. The use of regionalized

State (pi. Federal data should be avoided in the

interest of obtaining accurate regional manpower

assessments and forecasts;

regional data sources should be sensitive both to

contractions and expansions in.manpower require-

ments for aJl occupational categoric.,;

a4 occupational categories should be represented

in the data base;

it should be possible to update the data base at

intervals which are less than or equal to the

planning cycle used to adjust occupational program

offerings.

"'
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D. Measuring System Effectiveness for Occupational Education

1. Design concept

It was said in Section I that the success of occupa-

tional education must be measured by the ability f its graduates

to secure and hold jobs in the occupational areas for which

they have been trained. However, in reducing this goal to

operational terms, care must be exercised to insur that the

effectiveness of the occupational education 'system is being

measured, and that the measures chosen are insensitive to

reaessions.,....which-are-beyond---the--- -.-

power of occupational education to control. While occupational

education must make every effort to forecast economic trends

and to adjust its offerings accordingly, it cannot be expected

to be clairvoyant and to foresee all major eqnomic perturba-

tions. Furthermore, over periods of time, gradu tes of partic-

u:ar occupational programs may change their occ pations for a

variety of personal reasons which occupational education

planners cannot possibly anticipate.

A determination o
4

system effectiveness for a

particular occupational program requires that two separate

factors be measured: job-relatedness, or the degree to which

the skills acquired in the occupational program are being used

in the jobs held by the program's graduates; and penetration,

or the extent to which graduates of the occu ational program

are hired to fill job openings which occur in the occupations

F/142-5-00 - 23 -



for which they were trained. Both of these measures are

discussed briefly below. Precise definitions for measuresoe

job-relatedness and.penetration are given in Section III.

a. . Job-relatedness

Graduates of occupationalsprograms may not be

able to obtain jobs in the occupations for whin they were

trained even though job openings exist in these occupations.

Although this situation could occur because the number of

graduates exceed the number of training-related job openings;

it is also possible that the job-relatedness of their training

is low, i.e., that the educational programs aid not properly

prepare the graduates with the occupational skills currently

required by the market. For example, if a region requires

more auto mechanics, and if a corresponding program is set up

at the region's educational center, it does not follow that

graduates of the program will be successful in securing jobs

as auto mechanics. The Targeting System should'be capable of

at least identifying the possibility that qualified graduates

of occupational programs were being inappropriately educated

for existing jobs.

The Targeting System should also be able to

determing'the degree of relatedness between occupational pro-

grams and all occupations or occupational clusters for which

program graduates are being hired. Such information could be

of imrortance in making second-level decisions. For example,

_,P//142-5-00
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if budgetary constraints preclude the introduction of a new

program, limited relatedness between an existing program and
k!,

occupations in which regional job openings exist may be regarded

as sufficient to satisfy regional manpower needs.

b. Penetration

The.number of graduates of particular occupa-

tional programs may not be well matched to current manpower

requirements. in the occupations for which they were trained,

even though their training is strongly related to these occu-

pations. The number of job_openings for auto mechanics which

occur in a region during, say, a period of one year following
eT

the graduation of a class from a program designed to train

auto mechanics, may be much larger (or much smaller) than the

number of graduates from the program. A decision to expand

or contract) the program may be appropriate. The Targeting

System should provide estimates of the number-of employment

openings which have occurred within different ocr.mpations

during a particular time interval, and determine the extent

to which these openings have been filled by graduates from

corresponding occupational'' grams.

The Targeting' System should be able to determine

the penetration of occupational education graduates into occupa-

tions of varying degrees of similarity to their training in

order to support second -level decisions of the type referred

to in the preceding discussion. Inter-regional penetration
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determinations (i.e., the extent to which graduates of occupa-

tional programs in one region are penetfating the labor market

in contigvous regions) should also be available from the

Targeting System.

2. Review and evaluation of existing effectiveness

measures

The Vocational Educational Data System (VEDS)

currently requites follow-up surveys of graduates of occupa-

tioni programs to try to determine, among otht.r things,

__whethergraduates havebeenpTpluedAnosclAp40911§fgb__I

they were trained. These surveys are administered by BOCES

centers and by local educational agencies (LEAs). Forms are

mailed to occcupational program graduates, who are asked to

complete and return them.

These surveys have not been successful in producing

information upon which to base assessments of the job relatedj

ness of occupational programs. Responses from graduates have

been fragmentary, and the' LEAs, which are responsible for a

large fraction of the occupational education graduates in New

York State, do not have sufficient resources to conduct surveys

which will produce reliable information.

The cost for surveys which would produce reliable

information from which to measure the job-relatedness of

occupational education programs is likely to be unacceptably

high. In addition, no measures of penetration are possible
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from the survey data, mor are ary measures of penetration

available from'other sources.

Riverside has concluded that no reliable measures

of the system effectiveness of occupational education exist

at present.

3. Informational requirements

The employment experiences of all occupational

graduates, specifying the occuoational categories

of the jobs they obtained as well as the jeb,

locations, should be available from the Targeting-- ,,, v- -- ' -- - - - ...- - - ,- . -

F/142-5-00

System data base. The Targeting System should be

able to determine the job-relatedness of all

occupational programs to the occupations for'which

the graduates are being trained.

The Targeting System should be able to' detel:mine

the penetration of the Labor market by graduates

of occupational programs for all degrees of occupa -'

tional similarity and between contiguous regions.
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E. Measuring the Effects of Population Mobility

1. Design concept

The degree of mobility of the population--the extent

to which different persons will relocate to find jobs if there

are no jobs available in their occupation in the region in

which they livr.!--perLds.on many factors such as occupation,

social status, income, race, ethnicity and age. The data base

of the new Tar6eng System proposed in this report is suffi-

ciently comprehensive and the information in it is sufficiently

detailed to calculate population mobility as a function of

0c,cupatio n. ar, _income...._ This information- could- be ...usef.12.1. -to_. ....._

occupational education planners in many ways. However, for

purposes of making targeting decisions for occupational education,

occupational mobility indices do not appear to be important.

What.is required is a measure of the education-induced

mobility of graduates ,of occupational programs: the extent

to which graduates will move to fill job openings in regions

contiguous to the region where they received their training.

Another useful quantity to measure would be, social immobility:

the unwillingness of certain elements of the population to

move to contiguous regions even if job openings exist there

and they cannot find employment near hcme in their chosen

occupations. These types of mobilities are discussed below,

and measures for induced mobility and social immobility are

defined in Section III.*

* For completeness, a measure for occupational mobility is a so
defined in Section III.

F/142-5-00
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a; Induced mobility

The jobs' obtained by a significant number of

graduates of certain occupational programs may show that they

are finding jobs related to their training outside the service

tegion in which they were trained. These programs should

probably be continued even if few training-related jobs are
r:4

available in the region in which the programs are being

offered. In effect, such a situation means that the match

between regional manpower requirements and programs offered

at a regional' center can be looser than regional manpower

requirements alone would indicate was desirable.

b. Social immobility

Decisions concerning whether or not to offer

particular occupational programs in n region when regional

manpower assessments indicate that there is no pressing need

for such graduates may be illuminated by knowledge of the

social immobility of segments of the regional 'population..

Suppose that there ,is a'need for bookkeepers

in a particular region,-and that the number of graduates of

the bookkeeping program, ii that region is insu;ficient to 4meet

the need. The commencement or expansion of bookkeeping programs

in contiguous regions (where, let us say, ,there is no shortage

of bookkeepers) might be justified if there was some evidence

that the graduates of these programs would migrate into the

region where there is a job shortage and fill the available

job openings.
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Some segments of the population of certain

regions may display low education-inc6ced mobility because

of strong kinship ties, ethnicity, or fo"-t-her faCtors. Their

immobility.may be correlated with attitudes toward living in

urban as opposed to rural surroundings. If detailed infor-

mation were obtained from occupational students and entered

into the-Occupational Education Reporting and Evaluation

System's data base (social security number, parents' occupa-

tion, parents' addres47, ethnicity, members of the family

living in the region, etc.), and if the occupations of these

students and_the locationsof_their-4obs-we-re-obtaIned-from- -
the Targeting System's data base for several years following

their graduation, it would be possible to investigate the

existence of stable relationships between to characteristics

2 of persons in- certain regions (parents' occupation, family

_size, ethnicity', etc.) and the probable mobility that they

will Cr' will not display after graduating from occupational

programs. stable relationships were found to exist, the

social immobility of different population segments in different

regions could be.determined, and some of the unce..tainty con-
'

cerning the probable outcome of installing programs in one

region to meet manpower needs in contiguous regions would be

reduced.

Information which characterizes social immobility

would also be useful to guidance'counselors. Students displaying

F/142-5-00
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characteristics which suggest high social immobility could be

encouraged to enter programs designed to meet manpower needs

only in the region where the students. reside.

'2. Review and evaluation of available mobility infor-

mation

Riverside concurs with several investigators who

have observed that'the fund of basic information concerning

mobility is inadequate fa' regional planning purposes (Parnes,
----...--

19'6%; ers, 1968; Wingeard, 1969) . Most of the limited
.

information currently available is based upon census data and
_ . _ ----

is rfot applicable regionally. No information concerning

in uced mobility or regional social immobility is available.

Jaffe and Carleton (1954) have applied cohort

analysis to successive censuses to measure9movement out of

occupations. More .recently, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
,

has used census data to compute net in-movement and out-movement

for major occupational groups (Occupational Mobility, 1967).

On the State level, the New York State Department of Commerce

has published information on inter-county commutation patterns

(Commuting from County to County, 1970). Some more specialized

studies are also available (e.g., Palmer, 1954).

Riverside has concluded that no mobility information

which would be of any use in making decisions related to the

targeting of occupational education programs exist at present.
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Informational requirements.

The Targeting System data base should contain

information with which to determine.the induced

I

mobility o. the population within any occupational

category. Specifically, it should be possible to

identify all graduates of occupational education

programs who have joined the work forc,-, to

determine the occupational categories and locations

of their jobs, to determine the region in which.

they received their training, and to identify the
4.....61.

program from which they graduated.

The Reporting and Evaluation SyAtem data base

should be augmented to include such student infor-

mation as race, ethnicity, family size and number

of close friends in the region, together with

information from which student attitudes related

to relocation can be determined.

N
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III. ,A Proposed Regional Targeting System for

Occupational'Education

A. Preface. Design Approach

All of the existing manpower assessment and forecasting

Methods present problems of accuracy, cost, sensitivity to

regional variations, or comprehensiveness of the manpower

information provided. In addition, even if there were no

problems of validity associated with the estimates that each

ethod produces, it is not clear how manpower information

alone can lead to effective regional targeting decisions.

In order for occupational program offerings to be tar-

geted accurately to regional and statewicN manpower require-

ments., manpower information must be combined systematically

with other relevant factors such as measures of induced

mobility (which do not exist at present) and measures of

system effectiveness. For forecasting purposes, such infor-

mation shoulcqe organized so that it can be,ugqd effectively

in conjunction t)1,th information obtained from specialized

studieS (produced by public and private sources)dealing with

changing national and regional economic conditions.

In view of the difficulties of applying existing methods

of manpower estimation to making regional targeting decisions,

and in the absence of measures of induced mobility and system

effectiveness, the design of a new, comprehensive Targeting

F/142-5-00
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System has been undertaken. The principal,pource of information

for this new Targeting System is a computerized data baSe,
.s."N

to be maintained by the New York'1State, Department of TaxatiSn
;

and Finance. Thip data base fulfills all of .the informational

requirements obtained in Section II,for a regionk targeting

system, and has many other important potential applications

as well.

The approach taken to the design of the Targeting System

is one which focuses on the jobs obtained by graduates of

Occupational programs as the key to Targeting System perform7

ance. This approach proVides a framework for iterating all

eIements.of the Targeting System design over successive years

to improveothe effectiVeness of targeting decisions,, and should

provide occupaff.onal students with a better chance to succeed

in their chosen occupations.

The full design of a Targeting System for occupational

education which will support decisions at all levels (see

Section II A) will require substantially more effort than was

intended and provided for in the contract under'which the

work reported here was done. Consequently, esources have

been devoted to developing Targeting System design specifica-

tions related to first-level decisions. The requirements

for second -level decisions have been given only preliminary

consideraLion. Third-level decisions have not been considered

at all. In accordance with State Education Department plans,

40
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and followIng the review and acceptance of the proposed design

concepts, additional support will be sought by the Department

to permit the Targeting System design to be completed.

F/142-5-DO
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B. An Overview of the Occupational Education Targeting System

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed Tar-

geting System. The major sources and different types of in-

formation required are indicated.

The computerized data base, which would be maintained by

the State Department of Taxation and Finance, contains detailed

information, ex,ending over many successive years, on all

members of the work force and all employers in New York State.

In order to define the regions referred to in the '`figure,

the Reporting and Evaluation System's data base would provide

information on the geographic distrit. ion of adult popula-

tions served by educational centers (e.g., BOCES facilities,

community colleges), or the required information could be
* *.

obtained by survey. For populations at the elementary or

secondary level, service regions are fixed by law and the

required information is available from current files of BOCES'

boundaries.

*
The Coordination of-Program Planning and Evaluation Systems

for Occupational Education: Volume I. A Reporting Evaluation
System for Occupational Education.

** In the event that some new center is planned, it is pos-
sible to use survey methods to determine the geographic region
which woulc: most probably be served. It is less costly and
probably more valid to estimate, from the data base which will
exist when thc. Occupational Education Reporting and Evaluation
System is fully implemented, which elements of the population
will be served by the new center. These estimates would be
based on algorithms concerning the distances which students
travel to attend existing centers in the area, and the travel
patterns of segments of the population which are most likely
to attend programs given at the new center.
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Rep9Aing & Evalu--1
,d ,on System --0.14--Targeting System Data Base
/- Data Base

SED:

Occ. Ed.
Programs by
Regions
Data on Occ. Ed.
Students
Programs in
which Occ. Ed.
students are
enrolled

Computerized

Data Base
N.Y.State Dept.

of Taxation
& Finance
Employee names,
addresses & soc.
sec. ID's, job
classification
& no. of depen-
dent children by
employer, area &
Industry over
successive Years

N.Y.State
Depts. of
Commerce &
Labor

Regional
economic
changes
Industry
movement
Other anti-
cipated
events

Federal,
State &
private
agencies
Special
industry
studies

Digital Computer

EDP algorithms

Targeting System Information Outputs
(regional occupation profiles, mobility,
penetration, etc.)
Logical operations (see section III E)

Occ. Ed.
Program
Effectiveness
Information
(when available)

SED:
Occ. Ed. Study Group
collates, analyzes,
designs & implements

special studies

1
Formulates Recommendations

q o

SED:
Policy-Maaing Group

Reviews recommendations

Formulates Area Program
Objectives

Regional
Centers:

Review objectives

adopt (yes,no)

YES

NO

SED:
Occ. Ed. planning

programs & fiscal plans

t_
Regional
Centers:

implementation

Fig. 1: Schematic Functional Flow Cnart of the Occupational Education

Targeting System's Annual Planning Cycle
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The Reporting and Evaluation System would also supply

descriptive information on all occupational students (e.g.,

social security numbers, addresses), identify the programs

in which occupational students''Are enrolled, and provide in-

formation on the occupational programs currently being offered )
in different regions'of the State. Eventually, the Reporting

and Evaluation System will provide program effectiveness

measures--how 311 students are learning and retaining the

skills, concepts and attitudes related to each program's

objectives--for each occupational education program.

Information useful for forecasting future regional man-

power needs (e.g., economic changes, industry movements,

special industry reports) would be obtained from the New York

State Departments of Labor and Commerce, and from other,pub-

lic and private agencies. This information would be used

by the computer for forecasting manpower revirements and

would also go directly to the Study Group for analysis and for

incorporation into long-range plans for occupational education.

A digital computer would be programmed to calculate the

Targeting System information outputs (e.g., regional occupa-

tional profiles, mobility indices) and to perform the logical

operations discussed in Section III E. Sensible computer

output formats would be developed so that only significant

information, required for planning and justifying changes in

regional program offerings, would be reported to the Study

( Group.

7111'.=5"-00
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The proposed Occupational Education Study Group would

analyze the information provided to them, and perhaps initiate

special analytic studies (e.g., ,occupational profiles of

graduat,Cof particular programs in particular regions) to

further reduce the uncertainties associated with arriving at

decisions. On basis of the analyses, the number and

variety of occupational education programs for each region

would be evaluated, and recommeagations for regional ad'ust-

ments of occupational program offerings would be formulated.

These rocommendatiOns would be reviewed, and modified

if necessary, by the SED Occupational Education Policy Group.

The Policy Group would formulate area objectives'for educa-

tional service regions throughout the State from the recommen-

dations submitted to them. These objectives would then, in

turn, be submitted for review to BOCES Centers, community

colleges; and other regional public agencies, responsible for

the delivery of occupational programs.

As shown in Figure 1, the regional centers may choose

either to adopt the objectives or to propose modifications

to them based upon documented local experience or other fac-

tors. If the objectives are adopted, appropri e planning

and program implementation processes take place a the re-

gional level with the usual State support.

If the regional centers reject the objectives, require
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modifica on of them, or request further clarification of the

analys9 upon which the objectives are based,,the regional

centers would communicate their perspectives to the Occupa-

tional Education Study Group. The Study Group would provide

further clarification or, if necessary, carry out additional

studies to develop alternative recommendations. For example,

the Study Grolip :night recommend a program which requires

teaching personnel not currently available within a particular

region, or guidance personnel might believe that there is

insufficient local interest in a particular recommended pro-

gram to justify its installation or continuation.

In such cases, the issues would be presented to the Study

Group for re-analysis. The Study Group would modify its rec-

ommendations where necessary and submit the revised recommenda-

tions to the SED policy gioup. The SED policy group would

consider these new recommendations and revise the regional

--objectives as required.

This process s1ould be carried out annually. The objec-

tives would be reflected in the New York State Plan for the

Administration of Vocational Education submitted to the United

States Office of Education to fulfill the requirements of the

Vocational Eeucation Amendments of 1968.

F/142-5-00
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C. Information Sources and Software Requirements

1. The computerized data base

The Targeting System's information outputs, depend

--upon the development and maintenance of a substantial comput-

erized data base. The data base would be constituted primaLly

from information furnished by to the New York State

Department of Taxation and Finance. The data base would be

updated annually as part of the State's tax collection.pro-

cedures'. The elements of this data base and their availability,

are described below.

a. Names, addresses and social security numbers

of the New York State labor force

This information is currtly maintained by

the New York State Department of Taxation and Finance. Ad-

dresses (including zip codes) and social security numbers of

all individuals employed in New York State who earn at least

-six hundred-dollars-per-year-are currently on- record:- --The-

data are maintained on magnetic tape which is keyed to each

taxpayer's social security number. Records are maintained

for many years, so that time-series statistics can be used

with this data to detect trends of various kinds.

The Department of Taxation and Finance estimates

that a very small percentage of the social security numbers
.

in their records is invalid. However, a small number of

errors would present no problem for targeting calculations,

F/142-5-00
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since these calculations are based on grouped rather than

individual data.' Moreover, subsequent to an Executive Order

which directed all federal agencies to use the social security

number instead of issuing an alternative number, the Social

Security Administration has cooperated with federal and state

'agencies to validate individual social security numbers on

a need-to-know basis.

b. Employee occupational information

A verbal. description of employee occupation

is currently requested on both State and Federal income tax

return forms. However, the Targeting System data base re-

quires numeric labels for occupations, and none are currently

used by the Department of Taxation and Finance.

-A suitable source of numeric labels is the

Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT), published by the

United States Department of Labor. The DOT is the product of
---- -

carefully executed research carried out by job analysts and

other re- search personnel in federal and state labor depart-

ments. Considerable attention has been paid to the training

and testing of these job analysts to insure that numeric

assignments are reliable. In addition, sampling procedures

are employed to idIntify any regional or industry differences

in the occupational functions associated with particular job

classifications.

F/142-5-00
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a hierarchical nine-digit code. This code is illtIstrated in

Table 1. The first digit'of.the code is thejob category.
ItA

fie- re nine job categories specified in the DOT. The

category' (2) for the jobs specified in Table 1 is entitled

"Clerical. and Sales Occupations.". The second digit of the

code is the division. There,are eighty-four job divisions'

subsumed under the nine job categories. The jobs specified

in Table 1 are in the first division of the seioNd category,

'CompuLng and Aacount=Recording Operations." The third digit,

of the code is the group. Two groups are illustrated in the

table, Bookkeepers (210) and Bookkeeping Machine Operators

(215). The first` three digits of the DOT (i.e., categories,

divisions and groups) define a total of 603 generic job titles.

The fourth, fifth and sixth digitS define the

complexity of .the job in relation to data, people and things

respectively. The complexity scales are also shown in Table 1.

The seventh, eighth and ninth digits are_a_suffix_used when

particular jobs require unique identification (e.g., when

Bookkeeper I must be distinguished from Bookkeeper II).

In order to calculate Targeting System informa-

tion outputs requiring employee occupation information, it

should be sufficient'to include only the first three:digits

of the DOT,code in the computerized data base. As indicated.

See Appendix A, Volume II of the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles for a discussion,of these scales. .

F/142-5-00
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previously, the first three digits of the code define a total

of 603 classes of jobs.

Since this job list'is already hierarchically

organized by categories, divisions and groups, it would not

be difficult to organize a series of simple directories which

employers could use to determine the DOT code for the occu-

pations of their employees. This infOrmation could thep be

entered on the W-2 form which is submitted to the State De-

partment of Taxation and Finance wherAhe employee's State

income tax return is filed. Since the income tax return al-

ready contains employer and employee addresses, the employee's

social security number, and other needed information, ill

data could be simultaneously entered into the system in one

convenient operation.

c. Employer information'.

The New York State Department of Taxation and
. _

Finance maintains records of the name, address (including

zip code) and Federal identification number of all emplOyers

doing business in New York State. The Departfient currently

has the capability of summarizing employer information by

Interviews with personnel at the State Department of
Taxation and Finance revealed that it is not possible currently
to identify employees with employers. However., this is hardly
an insurmountable constraint. The employer's address, name,.
and Federal identification number are associated with the
employee's name and social security number on the W-2 form.
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county and by zip code. Unfortunately, the Federal identifica-

tion numbers contain rmly tax region information (first two

digits). These regions are probably not useful for targeting

'purposes.

deaWtheStandard Industrial Classification

(SIC) used by the Bureau of the Budget should also be main-

tained in the Department's employer records. The SIC numbers

could then be incliided in the Targeting_System data base,

and precise, regionalized industry-by-employment studies could

be carried'out. The SIC is a four-digit, nested hierarchical

code: particular industries are nested within industrial

groups which are in turn nested within major groups.

Riverside's interview with representatives of

the Department of Taxation and Finance revealed/ that the

Department does not collect SIC,data, from employers but does

collect SIC data with sales tax returns. The inclusion of

SIC codes in the Targeting System data base is not essentia4

since industries within regions may be traced by zip rode and

Federal identification numbers. However, the inclusion of

the SIC is certainly feasible and would substantially augment

the utility of the Targeting System data base for a variety

of purposes. The inclusion of SIC information on employees'

tax returns would also be useful,- and is at least as easy to

include as DOT numbers.

F/142-5-00
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d. Other information elements

Once some experience has been acquired with the

Targeting System data base, it may be useful to include other

information elements.

One information element which would be useful

is the number of dependent children claimed by each employee.

It would be possible for the New York State Department. of

Taxation and Finance to request this information-on the em-

ployee's W-2 form. This suggestion implies that the employer

would,record this information. Knowledge of the number of

dependent children would permit the calculation of occupational

mobility indices specifically for segments of the population

whose children require educatiorial services.

2. Other information sources: regional reports, special

industry studies, and industrial intelligence

Special reports can supplement the information which

is contained in the Tageting System's computerized data base.-

The amount of material available that could have utility for

forecasting regional manpower needs is substantial.

Special reports could be drawn from public as well

as private sources. An example of potentially useful sources.

of information are the State and Federal Commerce Departments

The U.S. Department of Commerce compiles reports on changes

in commerce and,economic trends, reports on county business

patterns, special studies for high growth,industries, and
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ten-year profiles for approximately four hundred specific in-

dustries. The and other studies are carried out primarily

to facilitate the administration of the Department's own pro-

grams, but- they have-potential utility for-occupationedu-

cation planning. The New York State Department of Commerce

publishes a series of regonal': d BusinessFact Books which

could supply significant information. , In addition to these

data, potentially valuable reports are prepared for agencies
**

of the Department of Commerce by its consultants.

A 'potential private source of useful information

is the New York Chapter of the Society of Industrial Realtors.

Thls organization could provide information on/new industries

moving to anarea, expansion plans and so forth. Although

such information cannot be used independently for targeting ,

purposes (a' indicated previously), it may be combined with

othei available sources to arrive at stable regional reCommen-

dations.

Since most ofi-these studies supply information through
the Standard Industrial Classification code, maximal utility
and efficiency could be obtained from these studies by including
the Standard Industrial Classification code in the Targeting
System data base.

* *
A re.evant example is a recent report on industrial loCation

as a factor in regional economic development prepared for the
E'Conomic Development Administration.
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3. Targeting system software requirements

The expense and time associated with developing the

computer software required for manpower analyses and maintenance

of the Targeting System data base would not be substantial.

Since targeting system data may be maintained according. to

fomats that are used for data base maintenance thr

computer field, suitable software may already exist

It will pi

ughout the

,ly be possible to use star/dard software

package= for sorting, filing, matching, updating and checking

operations. Standard data analysis software packages (which
9

4 could be applied to ,.frier--,,ce manpower trend data, the results

of mobility algorithms and other Targeting System information

outpl.:ts) could also be used with limited revision. However,

software development will.be necessary to develop some of

the Targeting System's algorithms.

Some amount of computer systems design work will4

be necessary to coordinate and install the software elements

required by the Targeting System. In addi,tion, a standard,

computer system security procedure for Maintaining the priv cyja

of the indiyidua' ,uoth employer and employee) would need to

be selected and revised to meet the special requirements of

the Targeting System.

In order to avoid ol'erloading the Occupational Edu-

c,74-ion Study Group, sensible output forMats need to be devel-

oped so that only significant information is reported.
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D. Tarretin stem Information Out uts. Files and Measures

The purpose of this Section is to show how Targeting Sys-

tem information outputs are obtained from the Targeting System

data base, and to define measures for the quantities discussed

in Section II (e.g'., job rolatedness,'educational mobility).

The discussion focuses on quantities which are "building

blocks" for first-level targeting decisions (see Section II A),

but mentions some quantities which would be useful for decisions

at' the second level. Examples of how these quantities might

be used to support targeting decisions at the first level

appear in the next section of thisreport.

The discussion in this Section by no means exhausts the

possibilities for extracting useful planning infoimation or

useful measures from thedata base. The discussion/-i§ intended

to show, by way of concrete examples, how to use the data

baSe, and to serve as a foundation for the discussion of first-

level targeting decisions in Section III E.

1. Files

All of the files described below (except the first)

are longitudinal files: they contain information obtained

during several successive years. Therefore, trends can be

identified from these data.

a. Zip code file

A file can be constructed which identifies the

zip codes which fall within the boundaries of each educational
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service region. 'Since the data base contains the addresses

(including zip codes) of all workers and employers, this file

would enable workers and employers to be located within edu-

cational service regions.

Some zip code areas will not fall,entirely within

the boundaries of an educational service region. These "fringe

effects" are not expected to have a significant impact on cal-

culations which use this file. Ove- lapping zip Ode areas

could be either excluded from or i tided in the ervice

region, and calculations performed separately for each case

to 'see if the results vary significantly. If gre ter precision

is required, street addressee could be employed in tead of

t at considerably greater expense.

Income-by-occupation file

A file which relates occupations to the educa-

tional level acid skills required for these occupations can be

constructed from information contained in the DOT. Since the

educational level and skills required by different occupations

are correlated with income, a ranking of occupations by skills
WOO

could be used to divide incomes into meaningful intervals

(e.g., less, than $2,999/yr., 3,000-4,999, 5,000-7,999, etc.).

From this ranking, an income-by-occupation fife can be con-

structed. This file would be of'use in calculating the mo-

bility of the population within different occupations.

The file could be adjusted to ref).ect the
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boundaries between socioeconomic classes, and thereby be used

to pick up information concerning particular groups as they

are defined in law (e.g., the disadvantaged).

c. Regional occupations file

This file will identify the workers ineach

occupitional (DOT) category within each region. It is con-

stnicted by applying the zip code file to the computerized

data base. The number and proportion of workers in each

category can be determined from this file.

Regional occuatioris-by-employers file

This file will/6Ontain the number and proportion

of jobs in each occupational OT) category for each employer

within a region. This file can be used in the construction

of an index to measure the relative regional stability of

each occupational category. The index would allow a determi-

nation of the likelihood that jobs in particular categories

would continue to be available if a particular employer left

a region.

e. Industrial staffing patterns file

This file will contain the proportions of workers

in each occupational (DOT) category which are characteristic

of different industries (e.g., steel, computer manufacturing).

These proportions can be computed for°a11 industries, for

industries within each Standard Industrial Classifications,

or for individual industries within all or selected regions.

r-cn
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2. Measures

a. A measure of'current regional manpower needs

The number of employment opportunities (NEO)

which occur within a region, for a particular occupation or

occupational cluster and during a specified period of time

ending in the current year, can be taken as a measure of the

current regional need for manpower in that occupation or

occupational cluster. Since tie computerized data base is

obtained from tax returns which are submitted annually, the

period of time specified for calculating NEO must be at least

one year. Two or more years may be a more suitable period

for certain occupations and under certain circumstances.

The number of employment opportunities is made

up of two parts: job market growth (or contraction), and job

turnover. These quantities are defined as follows:

(1)' Job market growth. The change-in the number of posi-

tions for a particular occupational category within the

specified region and during the specified time interval.

This quantity can be determined from the occupations-by-

employers file;

(2) Job market turnover. The number of workers in the

specified region who have changed jobs within the same

occupational category during the specified time interval',

plus\the change in the number of workers in the occupational

category and in the region due to death, disability and
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migration during the specified time interval. These quanti-

ties can be determined from the regional occupations file.

The NEO is then determined as follows:

NEO = [job market growth

(or contraction)]

[job turnover].

The NEO, like any other estimate, can be correct a va-

riety of factors.
*

b. Measures of future regional manpower needs

The information contained in the industrial

staffing patterns file can be examined over a period of sev-

eral years, and time-series statistics applied to these data

to detect significant regional trends. Similar analyses

can be performed using data on regional job market growth-

within various occupational categories. When these trends

are suitably combined with pertinent information and intel-

ligence concerning anticipated regional economic changes, in-

dustry movements, and similar expected developments (see

Fig. 1), regional manpower projections for different occupa-

tional categories can be constructed. These projections can

be expressed in terms of expected changes in the NEO for

different occupational categories.

As Figure 1 indicates, algorithms can be de-

veloped to permit future regional manpower needs to be estimated
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on a digital computer. The algor s will be developed em-

pirically.

c. Measures of mobility

(1) Induced mobility

A measure of the induced mobility of

graduates of occupational education programs can be constructed

as follows:

Step 1. For a specific occupational program and a specific

region, sample of the program's graduates would be drawn

from the data base of the Occupational Education Reporting

and Evaluation System. Each graduate il the sample would

be identified by his social security number.

Step 2. The occupations completely overlapping the training

received in this program would be identified and the DOT job

code for these occupations would be recorded (see the dis-

cussion of job relatedness in Section III.0 2d).

Step 3. In a subsequent year,-when the graduates of the pro-

gram may be assumed to have found jobs, each graduate in the

sample would be located in the Targeting System data base by

means of his social security number. The DOT job code apppli-

cable to the"job actually held by the graduate would be recorded.

Step 4. For graduates whose DOT job code conforms with the

DOT codes recorded in Step 2, the region in which the graduates'

employer is located would be determined from his employer's

zip code using the Zip Code file. For each such graduate
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working in the region where he received his training, a "zero"

would be recorded. For each such graduate, working in some other

region, a "one" would be recorded.

Step 5. A measure of the 4eridiled mobility of the program's

graduates would be obtained by expressing the total number of

"ones" as a fraction of the total number of "ones" plus the

total number of "zeros".

Induced mobilities for specific regions

to which program graduates are migrating could be similarly

calculated, as well as.induced mobilities for occupations

having varying degrees of overlap with the training received

in the program. Finally, the induced mobility of program

graduates can be calculated without specifying what types of

jobs they hold.

(2) Social immobility

On the hypothesis that the Occupational

.Education Reporting and Evaluation System data base contains

such student information as race, ethnicity, family size,

family socioeconomic status, number of close friends in the

region,,and so on, an appropriate. measure of social bility

might be constructed by combining these factors into a linear

expression using,different weighting coefficients for each

factor. If the regions in.which the odcupational.students have .

found employment were examined for several years subsequent

to their graduation (using the Targeting System's data base),.
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it- -would be poSsible to identify Immobile segments of regional

populations and to determine if such a linear combination

predicts social immobility for particular, empirically-deter-

mined values of the weighting coefficients.

(3) Occupational mobility.

While measures of occupational mobility

are not required for targeting decisions (see Section II E),

such measures could be useful to regionala,administrators in

occupational education for other-purposes. For example, it

would be useful to.have some _regional estimate of the attrition

of students talg occupational programs at the secondary
. .

level. This attrition is likely to be strongly dependent on

the occupational mobility of the students' parents. Occupa-

tional mobility indices would be'useful in estimating' the'

number of students who will withdraw from oCoppational programs

during the school year because their parentsjleave the region.

A measure 9f occupational mobility can be

constructed as follows:

Step 1. For a particular, tax year, draw a sample of workers

with duendent children from the Targeting.tSystem computerized

data base. This sample would be stratified by income: the

___number_cf workers ..drawn at-random from-each_income,bracket

would be.proportional to the total number of persons in that

income bracket in the labor force of New York State.

Step 2.(- Determine the work-site zip codes of the persons in
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the sample population.

Step 3. .For a subsequent tax year (say five y s.later)
. ,

locate the same persons in the Targeting System data base,.
, .

andagaiindetermine the work site zip codes forA)each member
,

of the sample population.

Step 4., Compare work site zip codes for the two
x,

tax years.

If,they agree, record_ "zero". If they are different, record

"one".

Step 5. For each income bracket, the mobility can be deter-

mined ,by expressing thee total number of "ones" as a.,fractiOn

of the total number of "ones" plus the total number.of "zeros".

Step 6. Use the Income -by-- Occupation file to relate Occupa-

- tions to income brackets and thus determine occupational

. mobilities.

If.desired, occupational mobilities fore

different regibns can be calculated by partitioning the /ample

by region prior to, Step 3 (using- the Zip Code file) , and then'

performing Steps 3 through 6 separately for members of the

sample'population working initially indifferent regions.

d. ,Measures of-system effectiveness

' (1) 'Job relatedness.

A measure of the relatedness of occupa-

tional training to the jobs actually held by occupational

graduates can be obtained by locating all of the graduates of

a particqrar occupational program in the Targeting System data
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base, recording the occupaiOnal (DOT, designation fOr their

jobs, and then determining what proportions of graduates hold

jobs that are related in varying degrees to their occupational

-/ training.

Figure 2\shows hypothetical results for

this type of analysis. The degree of job similirity (or over

lap) between graduates' jobs and their occupa nal training

is,plotted on the horizontal axis. Job similarity is defined

as the degree of overlap between the entry level skills of the

graduatet' joUs and the entry level skills of the occupational

cluster for which the graduates were trained in their occupa-

tionii education programs. The measure of job relatedness is

the proportion of graduates whose jobs strongly overlap the

occupational cluster for which''they were trained. The number

of diffe'rent jobs which are judged to be "strongly overlapping"

may be, different for different prog ams.

Several proced res may be used to deter-

mine the degree of overlap between graduates' training and

the entry level skill reguirementg of the lobs held by grad-
,

uates. A gross'determination may be made using the Dictionary

of Occupational Titles (DOT). Jobsfalling within the same

DOT group, category, and division as the occupation for which

the graduate was trained would be considered completely over- 4,

lapping. OccupatiOns falling within the same division and

category but within a different group would be considered
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14.

moderately overlapping. Jobs falling outside'of both the

group and category but within the same division would be

described as having low overlap.

A better procedure for determining the

degree of overlap Would involve a direct assessment of the

similarity of the entry level skills required for different

jobs. Job analysts (preferably those who developed the DOT)

would. be asked to judge the similarity in entry levei.skills

between all pairs of job groups in the DOT which are relevant

to occupational education. The analysts would assign a num
,*ber to each job pair to indicate the degree of similarity.

The similarity judgments, would then be subjected o hierar-
//

chical cluster analysis in order to obtain a valid determina7_

tion of the overlap.

In Figure 2, the proportions of'occuPt-

tional graduates employed in different job categories are

plotted as a function of the degree of overlap (from complete

to moderate to low) between their job categories and the

occupations for which they were trained. Hypothetical data

is shown for two programs: auto body; and animal care. -For

*

RRI's interviews with DOT analysts and review- of analyst
training procedures indicate that similarity judgments provided
by groups of analysts would be both valid and reliable.
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program A (auto body), the proportion -of graduates with com

plete overlap is, approximately 0.7. For program B (animal

care), the proportion is less than 0.3. Inspection of Figure

2 indicates thec a large proportion of graduates of the auto,

body progr6 are employed in the job cluster fax' which they
.

were trained (high job relatedness), and that a smaller pro-

portion of graduates of the animal care program are pursuing

training-related employment (moderate job. relatedness).

(2) Penetration

A measure of the penetration of the re-

gional job market/by graduates of occupational programs holding

_jobs strongly related to their training may be constrited as

follows:

Step 1. For a specific occupational program and a specific

,e0e. region, students who graduated from the- program during the

previous year"(or severalq,ears ago, if appropriate) would ,

-(
be identified in the Occupational Education Reporting and

Evaluation System data base.- Each graduate would be- ic'enti-

fied by his social security number.

Step 2. The Occupations whi completely overlap the training

received in this program would be identified and the DOT job

code for these occupations would be recorded.

Step 3. The graduates would be located in the Targeting Sys-

tem Data base forothe current year using the graduates' social

security number4 The DONob code applicable to the job
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actually held by each graduate would be recorded.

Step 4. The number of graduates emplOyed in the region whose

DOT job code 'conforms with the DOT codes recorded in,-,Step 2

would be determined.

Step 5. measure of penetration would be obtained by taking

the r io of the number of graduates calculated in Step 5, to

the NEO for the occupational cluster defined in Step 2 and for

the period of time chosen in Step 1. Thus:

occupational graduates in region
holding training-related jobs
(complete overlap)

Penetration a
INEO in,region for the appropriate
occupational cluster

Penetration can also be calculated for

different degrees of job similarity. The'procedure is 'the

except' that the DOT jobcoded recorded in gtep 2 would

be those for moderate or low overlap. Penetration indices

for mcderate and low degrees of overlap would be useful for

second-level dedisions of the kind discussed in Sec,t. II.. .

Inter-regional penetrations (sere ection

II D lbY can also be calculated using the procedure just de-

Int,..regional penetration can be defined as:

Inter-regiona,1
P Penetration

F/142-5-00

occupational graduates from region
A holding training-related jobs in
region B (complete overlap)

=

I.

NEO in region B for-the appropriate
occupational Cluster
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outputs

e. An example of Targeting System information

An example of how some Targeting System output

measures. might be presented is shown in Table 2. A hypothet-

ical auto body program given in a particular. J. ;ion has been

chosen for this example. The rows descrlJe job similarity,

or different degrees of overlap, between the program and the

jobs held by the graduates. The-number of graduates holding

jobs of varying similarity to their training is entered in

each row, and the corresponding percentage is also shown.

In the right-hand columns of Table 3, the

current regional need for manpower in_the auto body field is

shown for each'degree of job similarity. The need is shown

both in absolute terms !NEO) and in terms of a comparison

of current NEO with NEO from an earlier base period. The com-

parison provides a rough indication of growth.

The third column measures the penetration of

auto body graduates into the labor market lox each degree 'of

job similarity. Thus, the 50 graduates who are working at jobs

for which they were explicitly trained indicates that the

program is moderateliy job related (job relatedness = 0.5), and

that a penetration of 0.05, or 5% of the job market (50/1,000 =

0.05) has been established by the graduates. In turn, the NEO

of 1,000 represents a current regional need for auto body

specialists which is not being met by the graduates of the

program.
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I. Using Information Outputs for First-level Targeting

Decisions. Si:me Examples

The purpose of this section is toillustrate how the measures

defined in the previous section might be used to support first-
e

level targeting decisions. First-level targeting decisions were

defined (in Section II A) to be decisions related to specific

occupational programs offered in a particular region.

A hypothetical first-level decision tree for a specific

occupational program (labelled X) in a particular region

(labelled A) is shown in Figures 3 and 4. (Each Figure contains

part of the tree. The figures appear on pages 76 and 77.) Each
. .

of the thirteen tracks shown in the figures presentS the Occupa-

tional Education Study Group with one or more options, or possible

courses of 'action, which are consistent with the measurements

carried out pl the construction of the tree.

The set of options shown. at the bottom cf.each track is

not intended to be complete.. The decision tree shown in the

figureS is given as an example oehow Targeting. System information

outputs can be applied to first-level targeting decisions, and is

not intended to be definitive. For example, special circumstances

may exist in particular regions which should%e considered by the

Study Group and taken into account in choosing among possible

courses of .actioil. In practice, the measurements and logical

operations used to construct the decision tree would be carried
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out on a digital computer and the results (accompanied by

appropriate computer-generated documentation) presented to the

Study Group for evaluation (see Figure 1).

1. Using measures to reduce uncertainty

Three measurements are used to characterize the status

of the graduates of occupational program X and to reduce the

uncertainty associated with the selection of a course of action
3

which may improve that status,

-The measurement of job relatedness determines the

proportion of the graduates of program X holding- training-

related jobs in all regions. If job-relatedness, is low, occupa-

`tional program X could be of low quality. On the other hand,

low job-relatedness Couldmean that the number of training-relt-Ited

job openings is low, and that the graduates of program X are

being compelled to take jobs weakly related to their training

in order .to secure employment.

ThistyPe,..i uncertainty can be'reduced by examining

the degree to which the graduates of prOgram X are penetrating

the market for strongly-related-Wbs (i.e., jobs in occupational

category X) in /legion A. If program X is of low quality,

penetration should be low. If the number of training-related

job openings is small, penetration should be high.*

7.

In all cases. special circumstances in region A may require
modification of these conclusions. A complete discussion of such
modifications is outside the scope of this discussion.
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If job-relatedness is high, a measurement of induced

mobility can further reduce uncertainty. For example, high job-

relatedness and high penetration indicate that graduates of

program A are .finding training-related jobs and filling the

regional manpower need for workers in occupational, category X.

There is still a question of whether or not to expand the program.

A measurement of induced mobility will determine whether graduates

of program X are migrating to contiguous regions to take training-

related jobs. If induced mobility is high, expansion of the

program maybe justified. If induced mobility is low, the pro-
.

gram should probably be maintained as it is.

If job-relatedness is low, only a small proportion

of the program's graduates are finding training related jobs, in

all regions In this case, the major uncertainty is associated

with why job relatedness is low, and measurements of.induced

mobility will not help to reduce this uncertainty.

In ordet".to proceed down the decision tree, criteria

must be established to determine when the values obtained from

the measurements indicated on the figures are to be judgedas

high or low. In practice, these criteria will vary from region

to region, and will have to be determined for each program from

such,factors as the region's occupational profile, the regional

economy and the employment experiences of the program's graduates.

In addition, it may be desirable to divide the range of measured-

values into more than two intervals (e.g., very high, high,
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moderate, low, and very low, rather than just high and low), a

prOPedure which would result in many more tracks and would

unnecessarily complicate this example. In any case, the criteria

and number of intervals chosen in practice for each program and

region will be reviewed periodically in the ,light of Targeting

System performance and adjusted if necessary.'

2. Discussion of the figures

In each figure,the'decision'tree begins with an

assessment of the current regional manpower need-in occupational

category X. This current need. is measured by the number of

employment opportunities (NE0). An estimate. of future regional

manpower need is made to determine whether the NEO is expected

to increase or decrease.*

Since this example is entirely concerned with first-

level decisions, all measurements of the NEO, job-relatedness,

penetration and induced mobility refer to the cluster of occupa-

tions which have complete overlap with program X (see Section

III D 2d).

The Figures will now be discussed sepaiately.,

- Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows the set of tracks corresponding

to an increasing need for regional manpower in occupational

.

in-
crease

may also be influenced by the expected rate of n-
L:rease decrease in the NEO. The effects on decisT of the
rate of change of the NEO have not been considered in all cases.
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category X (increasing NEO).

Track 1. The increasing NEO probably calls for

the'introduction of program X into the region. In choosing

between a large or small program, the magnitude of the current

NEO and the expected rate of increase of the NEO should be don-

sidered. The Targeting System can provide additional information

which may be helpful, such as the rate at which workers in

occupation X are migrating into.or out of the region. Measure-

ments of inter-regional penetration would also'e useful to

deterinine the extent to which occupational graduates (of programs

equivalent to prograin X but offered in surrounding regions) are

`already filling the'manpower need in region A.

'Tracks 2 and 3. Note how the measurement of

induced mobility is used to time the expansion of this success-

ful program. In track 2,, program graduates are finding training-

related jals in region A'as well as in contiguous regions.

Expansion of the program should be as fast as possible consistent

with keeping job-relatedness high. (If job-relatedness falls,,

go'to track 6.)

In traok 3, graduate'S of the prograr. are meeting

regidnal manpower requirements in region A only. The rate of

increase of the NEO will govern the expansion of the program,

but a decline in penetration would be a sensitive indicator that

the time to.begin expansion had arrived. (If penetration falls,

go to track 5.)

F/142-5-00
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Track 4. In this case, the majority of the

grquates of program X are finding training-related jobs outside

of region A. Regional factors, such as union hiring restric-

tions, regional wage scales and local living conditions, should

be checked to establish the reason. If these local conditions

can be rectified, penetration should rise.sharply. (If penetra-

tion rises, g6 to track 3, because induced mobility should drop

if the number of graduates remains the same.) If the local

conditions cannot be rectified, the program should be matched

to the manpower needs of the regions to which the graduates are

migrating.

Track 5. The program, is probably of high quality,

but producing too few graduates to meet regional needs. The

program should be expanded rapidly until penetration rises.

% (When penetration becomes es high, go to track 3.)

Track 6. High penetration indicates that the
-

program is probably of good quality, but that too many graduates

are being produced. What to do in response to'this situation

depends on the rate at whicja the NEO is increasing. If the NEO

is increasing slowly, option 1 may be a sensible course of action

to follow. If the NEO is increasing rapidly, increasing need

for manpower may rectify the situation before any contraction

of the program could become effective (option 2: no action).

F/1425-00 7l'-
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In eider case, if the program is effective,

job relatedness should rise as the program is contracted or

the NEO rises or both. However, if job re 9.tedness remains low

and penetration begins to fall off, t ogram needs adjustment,

to improve its quality (see track 7).

Track 7. The program is probably ineffective

and requires rapid adjustment because of the increasing NEO.

The important requirement is to improve job relatedness. The

three parts of option 1. address the problem of low job related-

ness and can be performed sequentially or simultaneously.

"Other factors" refer to such circumstances as union hiring

restrictions or racial attitudes which may exist in the region

and restrict the ability of graduates to obtain trairlin

related jobs.

The employer survey referred to in part h

option 1 could be executed as follows:.

Draw a sample of regional emp.kciyers stratified by Size

from the occupations-by-employers file;

Ask employers in sampl: to lis the skills they

require for the job in question, and, to rank them in

4 order of importance;

Determine the correlaV tion between the number and ranking

of skills furnished by the employers, and the number and

ranking of skills specified for the program;
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Adjust the program content to increase the correlation

between the program and the specifications furnished

by the employers.

Figure 4

Figure 4 shows the set'of tasks corresponding

to a,cleclining need for regional manpower in occupational category

X (declining NEO).

Track 8: Since the NEO is declining, the intro-

duction of a program may hot be a good idea. Special circum-

stances in the region may have a large effect on the decision.

If a program is introduced, the justification for introducing

it 'would be stronger if induced mobility could be expected to

be shown by the program's graduates, and if there was a large..

or expanding need for manpower in occupatiOnal dategoty X

within surrounding regions. This case illustrate\the'utility,

of having a measure of social immbbility to chara6t6rize,t

likelihood that graduates'of a specified,regional programvill

show included mobility.

Tracks.9 and 10. The measurement of induced

mobi can be used to time the contraction of the successful

n the face of a declining NEO. In track 9, high

induced mobility mayOffset the declining NEO in region A and,-

if future...manpower-needs are high in contiguous regioni, may

justify an expansion of the program. In either track; fall

in job relatedness will signal the need to contract the program.
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Track 11. Ir this case, as in track 4, the

majority of the graduates of program X are finding training-

related jobs outside of region A. Regional factors, such as

union hiring restrictions regional wage scales and'local living

conditions, should be checked to establish the reason. If .(

.."`It-
these loCal conditions can be rectified, penetration should rise

sharply. (If penetration rises, go to track.10, because in-
,

duced mobility should drop if the number of graduates remains

the same.) If the lot conditions cannot,be rectified, the

program should be matched to the manpower needs of the regions

to whidh the graduates are migrating.

Track 12. The program is probably effective and

C is currently producing too few graduates to meet regional job

market reqUirements in occupational caiOgory X. However, the

NEO is declining. If the NEO is declining rapidly, option 1

may represent a suitable course of action. If the NEO is de-
,

clining slowly, a small expansion of the program (option 2) may

be more appropriate to satisfy the current manpower need. In

either case penetration shoitld be watched. (If penetration

should be rapid enough to produce a rise in job relatedness.

F/I42 -5 -00

rises, go to track 10.)

Track 13. As in track 6, high penetration iridi-

cates that the program is probably of good-quality but that too

many graduates are-being produced. Since the NE0 is declining,

rapid contraction of the program may be called for.:. Contraction
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Track 14. This appears to be an ineffective

program in a declining job market. If the NEO is declining

slowly, it may be worthwhile to evalu the program and to

adjust it if program objectives are ngt being met. An improved

program could be of interest to students in the region who

wish to enter occupation X. However, if the NEO is declining

rapidly, the program should probably be phased out. In either
-..

case, special regional circumstance may have a large effect on

the decision. ___

For all Targeting System processes,, the computer

V would furnish documentation to support the first-level decisions
,

adopted by the Study Group, and to provide input data for

second -level decision making processes.

41
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Conditions. Al? Quantities,Refer

Region As (except job

0cc. Ed. Program X

Occupational .Cluster X

to:

relatedAss)
II[-

Asscss Future Need for
Manpower (/Expected
Change in NEO)-

Measure
/
NEO

NEO

Increas-

Option:
1) Plan to install
program to meet
present and future
manpower needs.

Le-- Track 1
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Is an 0cc. Ed. program Currently 0
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ption:
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immediately.
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Adjust rate of
expansion to keep
relatedneSs high.

wo Tack 2

Faction,
butbut watdh
penetration.
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begin to ex-
pand program.

Options:
1) Check re-
gional factors.
2) Match pro-
gram to needs
of contiguou\
regions.

Track 3 ---.411---Track 4
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Eltasure NEO

i

Assess Future Need-for
' Manpower ZExpe:ted

Change in NEO)
-------1 _

Fig. 3:

Is an Occ. Ed. Prgram Currently Of:ered?

Measure Penetration

----------

Measure Job Relatedness I

1 Measure Induced

....1

Mobility

Lions:
action, .11-Ithitac re-

*tot: gional factors
atiou. 2) Match pro-
falls, .:;gram to needs
tb-ex-'-- of contiguous
rogram. regions.

ck 3-

Low

'Option:
1) Expanct program

I rapidly, Watch
rise in penetra-

4ttion to gauge
rate of expah-
.sion.

Track 4*LI Track 5 --IN.

Decision Tr** for First-Level

Targeting Decisions.

Part 1: NNO Increasing

Measure Penetration

Op:;-:ls:
1) Contract program
slowly. Graduates
currently being
forced out of occu-
cation for which
trained by local
and contiguous job
market conditions.

1.

However NEONEO il in-,
oreasi . Cease
contraction end may-
be start expanding
program when related-
ness rises.
2) No action.

Track 6 -1110

Low

' Option:
la) Evaluate program
and adjust to im-
prol= (elatedness if
procram objectives
are not being met.
lb) Survey employers
and adjust program
to- improve related-
nf s if program
evaluation results
are positive.
lc) Check other
factors.

Track 7 ---10.1
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Conditions. All Quantities Refer to:-

Region A (except job relatedness)

Occ. Ed. Program Y

Occupational Cluster X

/Options;
I) No action.
2) Measure social im-
mobility in region.
If low, maybo start
small iTogram pro-
vided penetration
low ar:4 NEO increas-
ing in contiguous
re,'ons.

Track
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Measure Nolo

Assess Future Need for
Manpower (Eicpected
Change in NEO)

NEO,

DecliAng

Is an Occ. Ed. Program Curre.ly 0

Measure Job Relatedness

Measure Penetr"ation Me.

Measure Indu:ed°

Mobility

Measure Induced

Mobility

Options:
1) No action.
2) Check future
need in contigu-
ous regions. If
high, maybe
expand program.
If relatedness
declines, con-
tract program,

Track 9

Option:
I) No action.
Watch related-
ness. Contract
program u
relatedness
declines in
response to
declining NEO.

O Lions: %
eck re-

gional factors.
2) Match pro-
gram to needs
of contiguous
regions.

Options:
1) No action.
Watch penetra-
tion for pos-
sible increase.
Penetration
should rise as
NEO declines.
21 Expand pro-
gram slightly
if NEO decline
is slow.

-Track 10--4 Track 11 Track 12
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Measure Penetration

LOW

Measure Neo 1

Assess FutUre7Nded for
Manpower-rnpected
Change in NEO)

NEO

Declining

Fig. 4: Decision Tree for Firot-Level

Targeting DOCiS.kOOS.-

Part 2: -NEO Declining_

Is an Occ. Ed. Program Currently Offered? 1

Measure Job Relatedness

Measure Induced

Mobility

High

on:
\ Options:

action. 1) Check re-
related- gional factors.'

Contradt_ 2) Match pro-__!
gram to needs
of contiguous
regions:

rant as
tedness
ines' in
nse to
ining NEO.

ck 10---,Is-- Track 11 --+

Low

Optinns:
1) No action.
Watch penetra-
tion for pos-
sible increase
Penetration
should; rise as
NEO declines.
2) Expand pro-
gram slightly
if NEO decline
is slow.

/ Option:
1) Contract program
rapidly in view of
declining NEO: Gradu-
ates are being forced
out of occupation for
which trained by lo-
cal and contiguous
job mdrket conditions.

Measure Penetration

High

.1 Track 12 Track 13

Low

Options:
1) It NEO is declin-
ing slowly, evalu-
ate program and ad-
just to improve re-
latedness if program
objectives are not
being met.
2) If NEO is declin-
ing rapidly, phase
out program.

Track 14
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__F._ A_Erief Look at-at= Further System Des iv Tasks

1. First-level design tasks

The detailed design of the first-level decision

structure must be completed. The completion of the first-level

decision structure will require:

A determination of all educational service regions

to be used for occupational education planning;

A study of manpower ne....ds and occupational factois

for each region in order to determine appropriaL:e

criteria and numerical intervals for all measures

required-for first-level targeting decisions;

4, The detgling of first-level decision trees and

the development of programs to execute first-level

decision trees on a computer;

The specification of processes which the Occupa-

tional Education Study Group will use to evaluate,

the options presented to them by the Targeting

System;

The specification of relevant options corresponding

to each track of the decision trees, and the speci-

fication of the output formats and docmentation

which the Study Group will find most useful in

carrying out its work.
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2. Second-level design tasks

Second-level decisions have been defined in Section

II A to be decisions involving the number and variety of occu-

pational programs to be offered within an educational service

region. This level oc the decision structure takes account of

budgetary constraints which may limit the number of regional

occupational program offerings. Trade-off analyseswhich must ,

be made among different candidate programs because of budgetary

constraints are performed at this level, according to such

criteria as the importance of different occupations to the.

regional economy',. the degree of job-relatedness of current

offerings to occupations for. which a manpower heed exists but

for which there is no program offered, and so on.

In addition to being presented to the Study, Group

for evaluation, first-lei/el decision options', with supporting

documentation, serve as input data for second -level decisions

The output of the second-level dec.2sion structure is a doctmented

set of alternative regional program plans for occupational educa-

tion, and a set of recommendations for adjusting particular

regional occupational programs. The second-level decision

structure will require:

F/142-5-00

The specification of all input information required

to perform trade-off analyses and other second-level

prOcesses;
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The development of trade-off criteria, trade-off
,er

algorithms, and second-level decision treE.s;

The development of programs to execute.second-

level decision trees on a'computer;

The spe:dification of output formEcs and documenta-
-)

tion for occupational educatiV'rgqional program

plans and for/the recommendations to-be submitted

to the BED Policy Group.
1

3. Third-level design tasks

A design st'idy will be required to establish third-

level design specifications, This design study will address:

-J State-wide,manpower and industrial growth

objectives;

State budget requirements ancblconstraints;

The use of Targeting System information outputs

and regional occupational program plans to

generate the State Plan for the Administration

Of Occupational Education, and to generate other
4 4

documentation required by federal and legisla-
'

tive funding sources.

4. TargetiEaLaaa2211i2222H1122.
A design study will be required-to determine how the

Targeting System should be augmented in order to assist occupa-

tional education to enhance its impact on specific segments of

the population (e.g., the handicapped, the disadvantaged),

F/142-5-00
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and to determine the educational_level (e.g., secondary, post-

secondary, adult).at which occupational programs should be

offered to coincide best with the needs of the regional idopu
II

ations
,

served. - ;

i

t

ir
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Other Applications of the

Targeting System

Student Guidance and Career. Decisions

Field investigations conducted by Riverside during tl'e.

contract period have led to the conclusion that the principal

ingredients of guidance counseling in.occupational education

are student interest and course availability. Little (if.any),

weight,is gjven to any factoriA.-"related * the job market.

While a substantial amount of job market information is

currently available, it'is not easily coordinated withoccupa-

tionil programs, not presented in a manner which renders..it

relevant for guidance applications, and frequently not

applicable to regional job marKets. Consequently, this infor-

matioh is commonly ignored. The Targeting System data base

,ould provide regional and statewide manpower information that

7/Would be specifically.organized for use by guidance personnel.
Such information could include employment trends for various

occupational categories, induced mobility patterns, and scvon.

Guidelines Could be developed to help guidance personnel
. ,

to use this job market information effectively( For example, ,,109.-

the guidelines could set forth suggestions and directions for

coordinating job market information with regional occupational

education course offerings and general education requirements.,

The Targeting System could also be usedt52appport guidance

if processes outside of occupational education. The Targeting,_

1
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System data base contains information on segments of the popula-
,

tion in all professions as, well as in all occupations. 'Becau-se

0

the Targeting System is based upon a highly differentiated

occupational coding scheMe, has an annual reporting cyble, and

can provide regional information, the proposed system would be

extremely sensitive to labor market conditions for all pro-

fessional and occupational groups. Therefdre,.the Systet could

provide trustworthy information organized to have:impact upon

the selection of,special or advanced training, the selection of

.a.c011ege, the selection of post-graduate training, and other .

educational decisions.--

I
4,4'7

B. State-Approved Advanced Training

The New York State Education Department currently provides

licenses to a variety of Commercial schools offering occupational

training. These schools frequently advertise that they haie

State licenses, or approval from the New York State Education

Department, or both. Although it may no+. be feasible to make

State licensing ::;ontingent upon regional labor maiket,conditions,
. .

it migtil be possible for the State to inform such schools--and
A

t}-4eir, siudents--of the labo market cc,...ditibns whichIpply to
/ 1

the occupational courses being offered. Commercial schools

could'bri encouraged to establish programs Jin occdodiglal ,

4 t
V .* .A

categories in which there is a verified regional 'need for man- .
,

power. The schools could also be discouraged froM offering ,

programs in occupations for which there are very'limi.ied-
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employment-opportunities,

Information for Employers Thinking of Relccating Within

New York State

The Targeting System could provide a variety of informatiOp

to encourage employers to relocate within New York State.

Support could also be provided to aid in the selection of an

appropriate region. For example,'the Targeting System could

be used to provide characteristics of regional labor forces,

regional salary data for various,occupational groups, regional

mobility indices, and other useful information.

In addition, the Targeting System's data base could be

used tq estimate the manpower needs associated with additional

services which will be required in a region in which a large

employer has decided to relocate. The Targeting System's

information.sources can be Used to determine the present occupa-

tional and professional profile of the region. The impact that

a new employer of,, known characteristics will have on regional

demands for health and other service personnel can be estimated.

From these, data, manp.wer forecasts associated with the needs

for additional services can be made and factored into occupational

education program planning:
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.D, _ System the New

York State Labor-Department.

The Targeting System data base would be far superior in 4"

accuracy and stability to the U.S. Census, which is currently

\,.....,_the major source o :;.nformation on which Prc.sent and future
-...,

manpower estimates are based. Many of the objectives of the

New York State Department of Labor might be better served

through use of the more accurate and timely data. provided by

the Targeting System. For example, special industry studies

and employment research could be, more easily carried out. In

addition, the availability of regional and statewide occupation-

by- industry matrices could eliminate the need for "judgmental"

analysis and surveys which.'are ourrently used to characterize

job market Conditions,

E. Regional Population Data

The Targeting System data base could be used to provide

population densities, summarized salary data, and occupational

profiles for arbitrarily defined regions within the State. Such

information could be used , a basis for the provi' ion of various

public services. Easily 'btained demographic information, which

can be aggregated in li....atever manner is desirable for the project

being planned, could be used to 4etermine sites'for schools,

public housing projects, public hospitals and other State or

local projects.
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F. Higher Education

The approach employed in the design of the Targeting System

calls for the iteration of program plans based or the results

of measurements o/ system effectivonese(e.g., penetration and

job relatedness). The name approach rtld be employed to

target offerings in certain branches of higher education, such

as engineering and the sciences, useg the present Targeting

System data base.

G. State Planning Efforts

The.TargetingSystem's data base could be used as a spurce

of data for studies to determine the regional impact of State

projects. For'example, studies could be made of regional

demographic characteristics and population densities both before

and after new housing projects or new transOrtation systems,

were constructed. The impact of these projects on 'he tax-

structures of s)-.rtounding regions could be assessed, and this

,informaton related to such indicators'aa-crime rates which are

available from other sources.

The ability tc execute,44hyudies at low cost and with

high precision could be of gre4 importance in reducing the

uncertainty surrounding the exAdk d results of alternative
j

courses of action contemplated by`'Me State. Many unforeseen

consequences of programs in housing, transportation, health

care, ecology, andso on, possibly could be detected if modern

F/142-5,700
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statial techniques were_usedto search for pertinent re-

lationships in the Targeting System'.3 data base. Indeed if-

the most accurate, complete and current file of information

collected by:the State government becomes available,-the-costs
;associated with applying sophisticated statistical approaches

to planning studies conld,be drastically reduced.

a
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V. Appendix

MANERBIM=IMY

Existin Methods of Assessin Present and Future

Regional Manpower Requirements

A. The Method of Regionalizing Nationwide Manpower Requirements

The-B4reau of Labor Statistics (BLS) of the United States
ti

Department of Labor publishes census-based, nation-wide pro-

jectiT ortinanPower requirements. These estimates are given

for_ each occupation on the standard BLS litt. The projections

, are provided for all areas of the economy,/ combined, and for

each of nine maj categbries within the Standard Industrial'

Classification:' agriculture, mining, construction, manufacturing,

trade, finance, service, public utilities and government.

Initial gross projections are based upon estimates, of

the gross national product, civilian.emplpyment, and the. size

of the armed forces. A variety of techniques e.g., input-

output analysis, regression analysis, individual industry

studies) and qualitative_dudgment are combined to refine the

nation-wide data (Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, 1969). Major
t-

sources of informatio4 used 'tin the development of the nation-
, Pi

wide forecasts include occupation-by-industry data available' 0

through the Bureau of the Census (e.g., Subject Reports, 1963)
,

as well as a larietytoflindustry and manpower reports avetilab1

'te
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from other federal sources.*

These National Manpower Projections (which reportedly

represent the collaborative efforts of several research

staffs at BLS,'and also reflect consideration of occupational

outlook, labor force, industry characteristics, economic

growth, technological change, and productivity) freque

serve as the basis for regionalized manpower assessments.

In order to obtain corresponding estimates for state

and local regions, various techniques are applied to make

regional adjustments in the data. One of the most compre-

hensive regional adjustments has,been carried out by the

New York State Department of Labor, and is reported in the

Department's Manpower Directions (1960. Labor force, in-

dustry, and occupation projections for the entire State and

for ten major labor market divisions are presented. For

manpower and educational, planning, and other purposes, the

projections are rearranged into other regional classifications

(Manpower Planning by Region, 1970), summarized and interpreted

for other State agencies (e.g., Annual Manpower Planning Report,

1970), and supplemented by monthly employment data (e.g.,

* Other sources of information applied by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics include BLS surveys of employers, data collected by
various-federal-regulatory agencies, and-manpower-studies such
as Occupational Employment Patterns for 1960 and 1975, U.S.
Dept. of Labor, 1968.
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N.Y. State Employment Trends) and special surveys (e.g.,

1969).

The basic assumption'on wfilchregionalizations of--national

projeCtions is based are that state and local occupational

patterns, population growth, levels of employment, etc. do

not differ substantially from national trends, and that state

and loCal estimates are thus more reliable when made within

the context of nationwide economic and technological develop-

ments. Several manpower analysts (e.g., Wingeakd, 1969)

believe that this assumption is sufficiently valid for most

states, or that it provides a reasonable basis for subsequent

-V judgmental analyses performed for other states.

The method, of regidnalizing nationwide manpower require-

.
ments has the cost advantage of utilizing published national

projections prepared with the extensive resources of the BLS

0

and other federal agencies. In'addition, the BLS provides

staff support and a variety of other services to state labor

-,,departments for the regionalization of national data. However,

in consideration of the needs of occupational education, there

are some deficiencies associated with the approach employed

by -BLS for obtaining valid national manpower projections and

for applying these projections to obtain regional manpower

estimates.

The major source of occupational employment statistics-

-Wed by_ the BLS is the U.S. Census. The problems associated
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with this data source include general undercount, variable
am.

response, misclassification and a variety of other problems

typically associated with massive-surveys (see Occupational

'Employment Statistics, BLS RPT. #305).

In addition to data yalidity problems, the national

rojections assume stable rates of economic growth, population

growth, employment, and 'technological advancement. Such

,factors are not always stable ,u:rjng the projection period.

They are affected by a variety of events which cannot be

foreseen when the projections are.initially developed,

Recent examples of such events include U.S. Government

efforts to reduce inflation, persistently higher-,than-normal

unemployment rates, and decreasing defense and aerospace

expenditures. The resulting economic sluggishness has

already invalidated several published long-range prOjeotions:

The BLS itself warns that the larger,the disparity between

the assumptions of stable growth rates and actual conditions,

the more likely it is that actual national employment levels

will differ significantly from the projections.

Another set,of problems is encountered when national

projections are used for the development of manpower information

for states and smaller regions. The national industry-by-

-o ccupation-7-tax s-notcort-VI-etely---reffe-c te-th in state and

local areas. The New York State Department of Labor noted

in the Technical Supplement to the Manpower Directions report
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that factors such as differing levels of technological advance-

ortrce SaitieMairsrtity -TridiffeTeritS-tat-a t-heFfe-s-eirce

of admlilistrative offices or labs in one region and their

.absence in another, can cause significant variations of area

patterns within an industry. Supplemental area analysis Can

resolve this problem, but properly executed localsurveys

are costly.

Finally, after obtaining primary experience with the

organization and administration of occupational education in
-\

New, York State, we concur with Scoville's (1969) opinion that

the census data are of limited value to occupatibnal education

planners because of the relatively lengthy reporting cycle

,(once in 10 years), the vagueness of the occupational bounda-

ries in Census data, and the manner in which census data are

aggregated for.manpower projections. These problems in the

utilization of census data have direct impact upon the value

of manpower projections derived from census data to

occupational education planners.



B. The Method of the Em

p

A traditional procedure for obtaining labor market infor--

mation on the local level is to survey area employers for

estimations of future manpower requirements. Area employers

would appear to be an excellent source of detailed and accurate-,

information, such information could be flexibly compiled for

regions of different sizes. However, it has been found that

,few employers keep records of their current openings, nor can

they adequately predict their future. needs (Somers, 1968;

ConferenceNon-Man ower I I . $ 9

1969). Some forecasts are limited to highly skilled jobs

and are usually conducted informally by personnel departments,

others are based on a combiniation of sales projections,

planned expansion of facilities, and empirically based estimates

of replacement needs. Detailed analyses of the results of

employer surveys in several cities reveal over- orunder-

estimations for different occupational categories (SoMers,

1968).

In any type of survey work, face-to-face contact yields

-

the most significaht and complete results. In attemptingtto

obtain reasonable estimates of manpower requirements from

employers, much skilled manpower would be needed for extensive

fieldAmvestigation and for_ _review and analysis-of-dat.

This effortas extremely costly and time consuming. Medvin

(1967), for example, estimated that a skill survey in a large
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city might take 4 to 6 months or more to produce preliminary

results and would cost about 100,000 1967 dollars. There are Q

several large cities within Niw York Sta.te,. each of which

would require periodic surveys to provide the data necessary

to keep occupational education targeted. Thus, the survey

data resulting from this procedure would not justify the

costs incurred in obtaining it.
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C . The Method

An apparently less expensive method of obtaining estimates

of local -manpower-requirements-, -(sometimes labeled a short-

cut approach), makes use of data on unfilled job openings.

These data are available from etpioyMent'serVices (Medvin,

1967).

On a quarterly basis, lists of total job openings and

job openings which have remained 'unfilled 'for thirty days

or more are collected. Jobs which are. judged to be hard to

fill because of low wages or poor working conditions are

removed from the list. For each-remaining occupation, the

number of openings unfilleg for 30 days is expressed as a .

percentage of the total number of openings. These percentages

are used to assess current shortages and to estimate long-

range manpower needs for each occupation. If the percentage

within a given occupation remains high over several quarters. :

(i.e.,-if there is a high percentage of pgrsistent openings),

the occupation is considered manpower short.

The next step is to use the U.S. Dept. of Labor's

Occupational Outlook Handbook to,check national trends in
el*

specific job categories. Finally,, a, labor market analyst

interprets the results in order to determlue-whetherexpausion

will_occur_in_the occupational categories_where=thei= have

been persistent openings.
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Experimentation with this technique in Several large'

cities outside Of New York State has produced mixed results

(Medvin, 1969). In addition, persistent openings were

extensively analyz in New York State in the process of

assessing employment developments, and occupational outlooks

for Westchester and Rockland COunties (Annual Manpower
a

Planning Report, "FY 197.1-1972) .

Although this method allows for flexible regionalization

in labor market assessment, its utility for occupational.

education planning is limited. The penetration of employment
*

services is limited and varies by area, industry and occu-

pation. Thus, the sample of "persistent openings" may not

always be an unbiased barometer of regional jdb market ex-
.

pansion. In addition, there are many reasons why openings

at employment agencies might persist even when there are

no manpower shortages.

Even if this method could be expected to produce valid

regional results, it could not be used independently. . The.
:71

method only predicts rapid occupational eXpansion. __It may

not be used to assess downward trends in manpower requirements, .

or even slow job market expansion (which would not necessarily

result in persistent openings at employment services).

There may also be a problem with the collection and

handling of the huge amounts of data associated with all the
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occupational categories relevant to occupational education

program offerings. The process could potentially require

excessive clerical manipulation, particularly if employment

services do4not repOrt openings in accord with some standard

occupgtional code. .

. 4
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D. Computer Simulation of an Input-Output Model of ..he Local

Economy.

In this method, data concerning the structure and functioning._

of the economy are accumulated. These data are then used to

build an input-output economic model which iriCluded-Ehe-inter----

indudtry flows of raw materials, intermediate products, energy

and services between sectors of the economy.' The model functions

dynamically to reveal how input-output changes in one segment
ke

of the economy effect changes in other segments.

Given the final demand upon each economic sector of industry

within the economy, the model can produce indications-of the

total outputs required for each economic sector or industry.

Theassoumption,is made that employment levels within sectors

or indtthtries of the economy are directly related to the out-

put in thosepeCtors orIndustries. Thus, a knowledge of
- .

output leads to a knOwledge of projected employment levels.

\ Once projected employment levels within a given industry are

known, then an appropriate industry-by-occupation matrix

(which details the occupational composition of each induitry)

may be applied to project employment levels of specific occu-

pations within specific industries. t=

Although this technique has a solid theoretical foundation,

tracing the complex interconnections and degrees of interdependenc

within an economy are extremely difficult (Hamovitch & Levenson,

1969). The construction of the input-output table requires
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that records of inter - industry transactions must be eV-retried,
,,,

compiled, and refined (Leontief, 1965). In additign, bec'ause_.

of the enormity of the computation's associated livitli-theN ..
,

\I
___,

application of the input-output model, the mOdel 'must neces-.

\sarily be simulated on a large digital computer.' \

,\ \

Some applications of input-output Modeling have been
1

attempted. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics has peen
4

ti
engaged in input - output analyses of the national economy

and has used thimethod along vith'other6 to make pro-: .

'

-

. jections of mappower requirements. -Watson (1970Cuhderr
,. . . . 4) 7. .

,5.
took the task of developing an inpu..-output model for the

. ..

state of-Oregon. Theclevelopment of the model took a

'substlntial amount of time and unlimitectuse of a large-, ,

scale digital computer. The results were not completely

satisfactory but the inherent -flexibility of the model's,

structure allows for improvement.

4"

The input-output model may be applied. to the estimation

of re14-idhar manpower requirements in t wo ways The first
,

approach ,is to apply tegional industry -by- occupation} matrices

'to the industry output and eMpioymentlevel data which are r

obtained from a national ..)r state level input - output' model.

0

However, miuly of the same assumptions associated with regional-

0
izing-BLS 'pational manpower-forecasts-would-have-to-be-made-.

For example, the economic demand, outputs, and consequent'
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employment. levels for particular( segments of the economy at

the national or state levels would not necessarily be replicated

.

i,n--the-partioularA:ndustries and within the particular regions

which concern occupational educators.

Alternatively, .input-output 'models'may be developed for

particular regions. However, considerable effort and expense

would be' required. CorpOrationS using inpuf-outpUt models

for a specifiZ industry have been*known to spend annually

as much as $100,T00 and more,to generate useful forecasting

information (Chambers, Mullick & Smith, 1971). The develop-

ment df regional forecasting models sufficiently detailed to

be useful to occupational `education planners would .be sub-

stantially more expensive and, more'difficult than the corporate

applications 'which have-been reported.

4
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E. The Method of Regression on T ors

For a specified base time the relationships between

manpower requirements for particular occupations and various

economic indicators are determined. These relationships are

expressed as statistical correlations. Once established, the

correlations are used to projeCt manpower requirements. The

_simplest case would involve correlations_between a -thgle indica-
,

for and employment levels in some group of occupations. For

example3; during the base period, the total numaer of monthly

railroad freight-car loadings might be found to bear a stable

positive relationship (i.e., a statistically significant Positive

correlation) to manpower reqnirements In a variety of commercial'

1

occupations (e.g., the manpower requirements have been found to

increase and decrease as freight car loadings increase and

I

decrease). After the correlation is established from thp base
A 7 -

t.
.,.

_

period, the 'Manpower requirements, for the correlated occulia=
.

5

tions may be predicted from a knowledge of freight'cat loadings:

4 .

V4riations of this technique have been used ,for national
-

proiedaons '(Tomorrow's Manpower Needs, 1969). Using a 20 year

base period (1947r66), regression equations were developeu

relating industry employment' with difgerent combinations of ./.1

economic indicators (e,g., real GNP, national rate of unempl8y7

ment, size of Armed Forces, ci'Filian non - institutional population

etc.). CombinlAionis .pf indicators showing large and statis-

tically stable relationships with industry employment were

_ ,F/1425-0.0
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selected as the final estimates for some of the occupational

categories.

Although the computations associated with the method of

regression on indicators are not difficult, the collection of

the necessary data can be rather arduous. The method requires

the deft selection of economic indicators, or substantial

iterative analyses to uncover the "best" combination of indica=

tors for prediction of manpower reauirements within specific

occupational categories. Although some work has been carried

out to establish criteria for the selection of specific economic

indicators to be used ,in projecting manpower requirements in

specific occupations (e.g., Taylor, 1965), the selection of

appropriate indicators remains problematical.

In addition, there is no reason to suppose that regression

equations based upon national or statewide data are going to

be useful for regional manpower predictions. ExpanAion or

contraction in national or even statewide manpower requirements

'4ithln-given occupational categories will not necessarily be

reflected in the industry of particular regions. Thus, if this

method'is to be used, it would be necessary to develop re-

gression equations fOr the regions thepselves.

Unfortunately,, many ofthe more productive economic

indicatOra are either unavailable for small regiofis, or non-
.

aehsical yhenjAp lied to -regions: For those indicators which

;d an be used,, it is fat-less likely that linear or near lihear
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relationships with manpower requirements will be obtained for

the base time period. Nonlinear relationships between the

indicators and manpower requirements are substantially more

difficult to apply for predictive purposes.

Perhaps the most compelling criticism of the method of

regression on indicators is that yesterday's correlation does

not necessarily express tomorrow's relationship. Even when

the base time' periods on which the regression equations are

formulated extend over 20 years or more, basic economic, changes

may occur to change the relationship between the indicators and

employment to a significant degree. Such changes invalidate

the regression equations. Moreover, as the economy continues

expanding and economic indicators therefore increase, the

indicators inevitably attain levels which were not included in

the initial formulation of the regression equations. It is

thus altogether possible that, at these higher levels of the

economic indicators, the relationship with employment levelS'

is unstable or no longer linear.
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F. The Method of Planned Industrial Construction

This, method is designed to predict the expanded regional

nightroqdf-Yegbirements resulting from projected regional economic

grOWth-T-:The'basis for the manpower projections are plans for

induStrial construction (Beyon, 1966). /.1

In this method, data are colleced concerning the manner

-..a.n-Adrich-existing buildings within a given region are utilized,

the total number of employees working within the buildings, and

building sizes. These data are then analyzed to determine

building size-to-employment level ratios for different indus-

tries, and other relevant information. National industry-by-

otZugatizil-distributions are applied to this employment-level,

date-,:to-estimate crudely the number of, workers. within various

occupational categories within the region.

Information on the projected size and function of new

buildings is gathered from plans and announcements of indus-

trial construction. From, -this information 'on new building,

total employment level within them may be estimated. The

national industry-by-occupation distributions are then to

estimate the total number of workers within various occupational

categories that will,be working within the new buildings. In

order, to assess actual regional increases in manpower require-

ments, it is necessary to determine whether employees within

the new buildings are being transferred from other sites within

the region, or whether the new buildings are indicative of

F/142-5-00
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genuine regional economic expansion.

This method is potentially noncumbersome, relatively

inexpensive and, when used independently, very inaccurate. In

addition to the general problems prev,,eously reviewed in apply-

ing national industryl-by-occupation matrices to particular

regions, there are several difffiCulties associated with using

construction plans as a sole regional economic indicator.

Buildings are not always used.in the ways that they were in-

tended to be used, nor are they necessarily going to be filled

to capacity (or any other particular level of building utiliza-

tion upon which the manpower projections might be based). In

addition, the technique may not be used to estimate changes in

the mix of manpower requirements within selected regions, nor

regional downtrends for jobs within occupational categories.

In modified form, the technique may be used for first-

order approximations of labor market increases which can then

be augmented with other types of analyses.
t.
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G. The Method of More Advanced Economies

The method of more advanced economies is based upon the

supposition that manpower projections for one-economy may be

made by studying the antecedent manpower requirements of more

advanced economies. Thus manpower models have been constructed

for some developing-countries by. using historical economic data

from the United States (Parnes, 1965),-There have-also been

examinations of the extent to.which'early changes in the occupa-

tional structure of the labor force in advanced countries can

be used to anticipate such changes in less advanced countries

(e.g.,'4Farrag, 1967).

There is little supporting evidence to suggest that the

method of advanced economies could be applied for general man-

power projection purposes in a manner that would be useful for

occupational education planners. This approach cannot lead to
.4

systematic regionalized manpower projections across a large

number of occupational categories since the previous economic

conditions of one region will nearly always differ in signifi-

cant ways from the preseat economic conditions of the regions

for which manpower projections are required.
d

However, some of the assumptions underlying the method of

advanced economies have been used for i variety of special

industry studies. The impact upon manpower, requirements of a

given new industry in a region might be at least analogous to

the impact upon manpower requirements of a similar industry
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moving into another region. -Thus a study of manpower effects

in one region can provide information which may lead to man-

power estimates for another. To the extent that studies of

this type are available, they may be used along with other

information by-occupational education planners to determine

changes in the mix of program offerings within regions in which

new industry is expected.
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